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of them, it seems unnecessary to impute
error to the earlier editor. In one con-
spicuous instance, de Xivrey was wrong,
though he provided the necessary correction.
In iv. 7, 12 he reads aetate, adding the note
' recte Pithoeus Aele.' M. Robert reads
Aete and adds the note ' le scribe avait
dabord ecrit etate, mais il a exponctue ta.'
M. Robert actually goes so far as to insinu-
ate that de Xivrey sometimes misread the
MS. on purpose that he might correct the
mistake in a footnote. I can find no ground

for this suggestion except the passage ii. 7,
11 where de Xivrey reads contentum with
the note ' sic pro contemtvm.' The shade of
M. de Xivrey will be pleased to learn that,
in the list of errors attributed to him, M.
Robert has made at least two errors himself:
he cites iii. Prol. 53 when he means 52, and
iv. 5, 25 when he means 5, 12. Also in iii.
Prol. 38 M. Robert twice prints viam, though
he gives the note ' le scribe avait ecrit via ;
il a ajoute un t, pour faire vilam.'

J. Gow.

BURTON'S SYNTAX OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in New Tes-
tament Greek. By ERNEST DE WITT
BURTON, Professor in the University of
Chicago. Second edition, revised and en-
larged. Chicago, U.S.A. 1893. Pp.
xxii. 215. 21 cm. by 14.

IT is a good omen for the study of the Greek
Testament that the characteristics of its lan-
guage are beginning to engage afresh the
attention of scholars. Since Germany gave
us the preeminent grammars of Winer and
Alexander Buttmann, comparatively little
first-hand work in this department hafe been
given to the public. The labours, indeed,
of T. S. Green, Moulton and W. H. Simcox,
together with such essays as those of Hatch
and T. K. Abbott, have received grateful
and merited recognition and it is a pleasure
to welcome the simultaneous appearance of
two elaborate works devoted to the syntax
of the verb.1

The author of a work on New Testament
Greek is confronted at the outset by a grave
practical difficulty. Shall he assume a
general knowledge of the Greek language
on the part of his reader, and restrict
himself to the peculiarities of the Biblical
writers ? or shall he exhibit these peculiari-
ties in perpetual comparison with ordinary
secular usage 1 The former method is apt
to produce a jejune and fragmentary result.
And even when such a restricted treatment
is furnished with a running equipment of
references to the more noteworthy grammars
of the classic tongue, it seems to find little
favour, if we may judge by the comparative

1 See, besides Professor Burton's book, the
sur le Grec (lit Nouveau Testament. Le Verbe:
Syntaxe des Propositions. Par M. l'abbe Joseph
Viteau. Paris, 1893. Pp. Ixi. 240.

neglect which the translation of Buttmann's
excellent work has received from the
public.

Professor Burton has probably been wise,
therefore, in adopting the plan of giving a
somewhat detailed account of the functions
of the several verbal forms, with accom-
panying references to current grammatical
works, and then subjoining in each case
select examples from the New Testament.
But his avowed aim throughout is merely
to furnish an aid in interpretation. This
aim has shaped and limited his treatment.
His exposition of principles is in the main
admirable. He evidently possesses a keen
interest in grammatical analysis, and an
undeniable gift at clear and succinct state-
ment. His definitions are lucid and guarded,
his discussions orderly, and their conclusions
neatly summed up.

But while the decisive test of a text-book
is actual use, the first impression, we must
confess, made by Professor Burton's work
is that the grammatical machinery is exces-
sive. The simple syntax of the Greek
Testament appears in a form a little sugges-
tive of the rustic youth in the royal armour.
Certainly the treatment is unequal. At
one time, rudimentary principles are form-
ally stated and illustrated as though for
beginners ; at another, extended quotations
from erudite works are given in the original
German (see, for example, p. 62). This
disproportion in treatment, which results
apparently from more regard for complete-
ness of grammatical exposition than for the
actual phenomena of the New Testament
(see e.g. §§ 351—356), can be in some measure
removed in future editions by giving greater
prominence to the discussion of examples,
after the fashions well exemplified in §§ 55,
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88. Nevertheless, the general tenor and
tone of the book make the impression that
the author has written in forgetfulness of
the maxim—which holds almost as true of
language as of history—that ' nothing tor-
tures it more than logic' Thought and ex-
pression are more varied and versatile than
the theorist's rules. Forgetfulness of this
truth is also in large part responsible for
the author's restiveness under many of the
renderings of the recent ' Revision' (see,
for instance, p. viii. and § 17). Historical
considerations and the genius of a language
have their rights. Considered from this
point of view his strictures will hardly
command general assent. Moreover, exces-
sive emphasis laid upon particular formulas
of translation tends to foster in the pupil a
mechanical habit of mind.

It would be easy to specify details
the treatment of which is especially
judicious and satisfactory (for example, the
use of eis with the infin., of iva, etc.); and
possible, on the other hand, to cull out par-
ticulars respecting which Prof. Burton's
decision is more than questionable: as,
Rom. ii. 27, p. 167. But, passing over
details, the treatment of the participle is
perhaps the least satisfactory portion of the
book. Considerable space, to be sure, is
given to the subject, first and last, under
the several tenses, especially the aorist.
But after all, we doubt whether a student
will get an adequate idea of the peculiarities
of New Testament usage : for instance, the
use of the participle in the nom. out of con-
struction (as Mark xii. 40 ; Phil. iii. 19), and
in mixed constructions (as Rev. vii. 9); of the
present participle virtually denoting purpose
(as Mark xiii. 11'; Actsxxi. 2; 1 Cor. iv. 14) ;
of the anomalous gen. absol. (as Matt. viii.

1, 5, 28; Luke xxii. 10; John iv. 51); of
the anarthrous participle used substantively
(as Mark i. 3 ; vi. 54; Rom. iii. 11 sq.;
Rev. ii. 14), especially with 7r5s (as Matt.
xiii. 19 ; Luke vi. 40)—none of which pas-
sages are cited in the book. Indeed, the
distinction between a participle with the
article after a definite antecedent and a
participle without the article is nowhere
drawn with sufficient sharpness :—witness
the silence respecting such stock examples
as Mark v. 30, 36 ; 1 Pet. ii. 19. More-
over, positive surprise will be stirred in the
reader by the heading, in black-faced type,
' The Aorist Participle of Subsequent Action,'
a surprise which will not abate when he
finds the vouchers to consist of the dubious
doTrao'aju.ej'oi in Acts xxv. 13, and f/ d\etij/a<Ta
in John xi. 2, adduced on the ground that
the fact of anointing is only first narrated
in ch. xii. 3.

After all, however, the book as it stands
is a scholarly and painstaking piece of
work, and deserves to be welcomed as a
valuable addition to the apparatus for the
study of the New Testament. I t is carefully
indexed, and the typography is almost im-
maculate. The only slips which a pretty
careful perusal has discovered are here set-
down : p. 12, 1. 8, dele the comma after TSe;
p. 21, 1. 29, read tv; p. 23, 1. 7, read
'Hpa>8?7s : p. 110, 1. 24, dele the comma after
hoOrja-erai; p. 112, 1. 6, insert and winter;
ibid. 1. 24, read o; p. 158, 1. 20, insert nva
after v/jias; 1. 172, 1. 3, read igovcriav; ibid.
1. 8, read ovv; p. 173, 1. 30, read aye; p.
180,1. 1, read o W ; p. 186, 1. 6, read ovSe;
and on pp. 125, 165 a Greek word is divided
wrongly at the end of a line.

J. HENBY THAYEE.
Harvard University.

JUSATZ ON IRRATIONALITY OF RHYTHM.

De irrationalitate studia rhythmica. Scripsit
HUGO JUSATZ. Leipziger Studien zur
Classischen Philologie, vierzehnter Band,
zweites Heft, pp. 175-351. Leipzig: S.
Hirzel. 1893. 5 Mk.

THIS is an elaborate essay on a somewhat
obscure and difficult subject. In the intro-
ductory portion, which deals with the sources
of Greek rhythmical theory, it is argued
that, while it is generally admitted that our
knowledge of the principles of Greek rhythm

must be based on Aristoxenus, the views of
modern writers, e.g. on the so-called ' cyclic'
dactyl and on the equalization of dactyls
and trochees etc. in ' mixed ' metres, are
incompatible with his doctrine. An attempt
is made to prove that the lengthening and
shortening of syllables, whereby their normal
value is altered, is circumscribed within very
narrow limits, so that the dactyl never
occupies precisely the same space of time as
the trochee. There are also some remarks
about the relation between the fragments


